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The Key to Welcome

                        
                                            
                            
                                
At Shaw Contract Hospitality, we dream of travel. Even dreamers need to be grounded, and our vast portfolio of flooring products serves as the foundation for all types of hospitality spaces, with infinite design possibilities. At Shaw Contract Hospitality, it's our pleasure to welcome you.
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ROAM | Painted Desert

                        

                    
ROAM | Painted Desert is inspired by the vistas of the North American Southwest. Sun-drenched color, texture and organic patterns are designed in a variety of constructions to immerse guests in the calming vibration of the desert landscape.
                    

                        
                            Explore ROAM | Painted Desert
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Cultura Custom 

                        

                    
Our design team traveled to the region of Oaxaca, Mexico to better understand what creates a vibrant culture rooted in rich traditions, community and craft. The Cultura Custom Collection includes a diverse range of patterns and constructions that can be used together and layered throughout lobbies, public spaces, corridors, and guest rooms, creating thought provoking interiors that are designed for immersive experiences, creative inspiration, or quiet reflection. 
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Connected Threads

                        

                    
Connected Threads celebrates the human spirit, our ability to connect and create, to inspire and be inspired. It pays tribute to the rich, enduring heritage of textile crafts. The art and skill embedded in generations of sewing, quilting, knitting, and mending. Every stitch and loop adds to our understanding of the threads that binds us. Explore our Connected Threads patterns, grouped by inspiration and process explored: Delicate Stitchwork, Threads Entwined, Knitted Tapestry, and Quilted Patchwork.
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Soleil de Mer

                        

                    
Indulge for a moment in a sensory journey that conjures up one of the most beautiful places on earth. Bask in the sense of discovery that transports you to the luminous landscape of the French Riviera. The Soleil de Mer Collection of custom rugs and broadloom continues our series of collaborations with the Rockwell Group—this time elevated to a new level of luxury with our first Axminster collection for hospitality.
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Custom Made

                        
                                            
                            
                                
Our Custom Design Studio will help you achieve your design goals and vision to meet renovation and installation timelines. Choose from: Multi Tuft, Multi-Level Cut Loop, Canvas Print, Colorpoint, Tailor Tuft, and CYP for both Broadloom and Carpet Tile. 
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Hospitality Solutions
                    

                

            

            
                
                    

                    

Flooring for a Welcoming Stay
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Area Rugs                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
Create a sense of place with our area rugs. Select from our running line collection or allow us to help you create a custom design.                                     

                                

                            

                        

                            
                                
Learn more                                
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Brand Standards                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
We can help you honor the aesthetic representation of the brand and its vision.                                    
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Foundry                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
Use Shaw Contract’s digital customization and visualization tool, Foundry, to explore colors and patterns for your next hospitality project. 
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Product Solutions                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
As a total flooring solutions provider, we offer a wide range of products including hardwood, resilient, broadloom, carpet tile, rugs, and accessories.                                    

                                

                            

                        

                            
                                
Learn more                                
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Sound Advisor                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
Sound Advisor™ helps you hear the acoustic difference between a variety of hard and soft surfaces.
                                    

                                

                            

                        

                            
                                
Learn more                                
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LokSeam                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
LokSeam offers an alternative to transition strips. This two part clear polyester polyurethane polymer-fortified, nonflammable seam sealer is recommended for sealing / bonding vinyl to vinyl and vinyl to carpet applications.                                    
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Hospitality Categories
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Our Hospitality segment provides solutions for:
Casinos
Cinemas
Convention Centers
Hotels
Motels
Restaurants
                    


                

                

                

            

        

    





    
            
                
                    
Hospitality Collections
                    

                

            

            
                
                    

                    

Create an Inviting Experience
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Timeless Essentials                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
Timeless Essentials classic hospitality design aesthetics have been carefully curated in a 4 tier system that provides style and value at every level.                                    
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Rise Custom
                                        
                                    
                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    

Rise is expressed through three phases of discovery, characterized as Perseverance, Ingenuity, and Hope: the hallmarks of an industry that is poised for fresh beginnings and a season of rediscovery.
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Carpet Tile for Hospitality                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                
                                    
View a selection of inspired possibilities curated by our designers.                                    
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Project Profile: Hotel Virginia Santa Barbara, Tapestry Collection by Hilton

                        

                    
The Hotel Virginia, Tapestry Collection by Hilton is a landmark 1916 hotel located in Santa Barbara, California. Shaw Contract Hospitality helped to fulfill the design vision resulting in an elevated guest room experience.
 
Design Firm - Level 3 Design Group
@level3designgroup

Photography Credits- Jim Bartsch
@JimBartschPhotographer
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Get notified of new product launches!




	
	
	
	
	
	







    
    
    
    
    

    

    





                
            
    
    

    

